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Abstract— Quadcopters can suffer from loss of propellers
in mid-flight, thus requiring a need to have a system that
detects single and multiple propeller failures and an adaptive
controller that stabilizes the propeller-deficient quadcopter. This
paper presents reinforcement learning based controllers for
quadcopters with 4, 3, and 2 (opposing) functional propellers.
The paper also proposes a neural network based propeller
fault detection system to detect propeller loss and switch to
the appropriate controller. The simulation results demonstrate
a stable quadcopter with efficient waypoint tracking for all
controllers. The detection system is able to detect propeller
failure in a short time and stabilize the quadcopter.
Index Terms— Reinforcement Learning, Robust/Adaptive
Control of Robotic Systems, Autonomous Agents, Quadcopter,
Controller, Propeller/Actuator Fault Detection.
I. INTRODUCTION
Autonomous quadcopter UAVs often suffer from loss of
one or multiple propeller(s) mid-flight [1], [2]. Unless the
controller is robust enough to enable flight in propeller-
deficient condition, the UAV crashes, causing damage to
itself as well as the surroundings. This paper proposes a fault
detection (FD) system to detect propeller failure mid-flight
and reinforcement-learning (RL) based controllers to control
the propeller-deficient quadcopter.
Controllers used in quadcopters consists of two loops
in the control model (Fig. 1; See Ref. [3]); the outer
loop for waypoint tracking and inner one for stability. The
decision-making system, proposed in this paper, has a similar
structure, but with a RL agent in the outer loop, and a
PD controller in the inner loop. Previous work on propeller
loss scenarios [4] have developed separate control systems
based controllers for 3, 2 (opposing), and 1 propeller lost
quadcopters. We have also done the same for 2 (opposing)
and 1 propeller loss scenarios, but by using RL, which
allows learning more complex behaviour and is adaptable
to different conditions. Earlier methods [5], [6] based on RL
were developed for quadcopters with no propeller failure.
Although [4] designed controllers for quadcopters with
propeller failure, it lacked an online FD system to switch
between controllers during flight. We propose a method
using deep learning that detects specific propeller loss using
information collected from on-board sensors. No additional
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Fig. 1: The inner and outer control loop of a quadcopter.
sensors are used, thus avoiding addition of any extra weight
to the quadcopter. The two systems are combined to achieve
both propeller failure detection and controller switching in
mid-flight. We show that RL controllers are capable of
waypoint tracking even with multiple lost propellers, thus
enabling the quadcopter to complete the mission.
The RL setup consists of two major components, an
agent and an environment. The agent is the decision-maker
which gives control commands to the four motors and the
environment is the quadcopter which the agent is acting on.
The quadcopter changes its position and orientation when
acted upon by the agent. Most RL algorithms follow a similar
pattern. First, the environment passes the initial state to the
agent, which then acts in order to proceed to the next state.
The environment then returns the new state along with the
reward of the previous action. Based on the reward, the
agents learn which action-state pair maximize the rewards.
This loop continues until the terminal state is reached.
We use a model-free RL algorithm with deterministic
policy, as we do not intend to learn the complex dynamics of
the environment. This is unlike model-based RL algorithms
which need to learn the complete state transition probability
from the pair of current state and action to the next state.
The organization of the paper is as follows: Section
II discusses previous related work, Section III describes
the proposed RL decision making system for quadcopter
control with failed propellers. Section IV describes the fault-
detection system, and finally Section V combines these two
systems together. A thorough comparison of results is done
in Section VI and conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
II. RELATED RESEARCH
In [6], model-based RL was used to find an optimal policy
for the altitude control loop, yielding a stable controller for a
quadcopter. In [5], a PD controller was used for stability and
an RL agent for waypoint tracking. The RL agent also learns
many different complexities such as maintaining orientation
and stability. In [7], only attitude control was achieved using
RL, focusing on the inner loop as a first step. These systems
do not address propeller-loss conditions.
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Fig. 2: Fault detection system and RL controllers
Fault-tolerant control systems for single propeller loss
has been proposed in [8], [9], which focus on the angular
velocity along the vertical axis and then carry out path
following using three propellers. This idea was used in [4],
where they have derived the control equation and constraints
required to fly a quadcopter with only 3, 2 or 1 functioning
propeller. They showed take-off and waypoint tracking but
not mid-flight propeller loss detection or switching between
controllers. Similarly, in [10], hover conditions are derived
for 3, 2 or 1 propeller lost scenarios. In [11], a combined fault
detection and controller was developed for loss of a single
actuator only. The papers ([8], [9], [10], [11]) use control
theoretic methods and not RL. Fault detection, diagnosis,
and control for unmanned rotorcraft systems, from a control
theoretic perspective, are surveyed in [12]. Some related
work monitors structural health in real-time [13], and off-
line propeller fault detection using neural networks [14] and
spectral analysis [15] for operational check before flight.
In contrast, we present a learning based combined FD
system for multiple propeller failures and an RL adaptive
controller to stabilize the quadcopter post-failure.
III. CONTROL OF QUADCOPTER WITH 4, 3, AND 2
FUNCTIONAL PROPELLERS USING RL
Three different RL-based controllers for no propeller loss,
1 propeller loss, and 2 propeller loss, are designed. A FD sys-
tem using recurrent neural networks (RNNs) to identify the
propeller(s) that have failed mid-flight, is also implemented.
After fault detection, we switch to the appropriate controller
mid-flight, thus enabling control and waypoint tracking even
after the loss of 1 or 2 propellers. A schematic of our system
can be seen in Fig. 2. Out of the two control loops in the
Fig. 3: The policy network and the value function network.
The cyclic allotment of the output is also shown.
quadcopter controller, shown in Fig. 1, the inner loop is PD
control based and the outer loop is RL-control based.
A. Quadcopter control using RL
There exist several policy optimization algorithms like
PPO (Proximal Policy Optimization) [16], DDPG (Deep
Deterministic Policy Gradient) [17] and TRPO (Trust Region
Policy Optimization) [18]. Among these, DDPG, has con-
vergence issues and TRPO is complex and computationally
intensive. Hence, we selected PPO which has been found to
be simpler and computationally efficient [5].
The agents consists of two networks for training, a value
network, and a policy network. Both networks have 2 hidden
layers of 64 nodes with tanh activation function. The network
architecture is given in Fig. 3. The input is the quadcopter
state which is an 18-element vector s (all quantities are
defined in the inertial frame):
s = [Rflat, x, y, z, vx, vy, vz, wx, wy, wz] (1)
where, Rflat is the flattened form of quadcopter’s rotation
matrix, (x, y, z) is the quadcopter position, (vx, vy , vz) are
the linear, and (wx, wy , wz) are the angular, velocities of
the quadcopter. The output is an n-element vector where
n is the number of functional propellers. We used Huber
loss function [19] for loss calculation of value network and
standard gradient descent [20] for the policy network.
a2-c3 In order to ensure safety during learning, the episode
(trajectory) that comes close to violating a safety constraint
can be terminated or given a large cost, as in [21].
The value function V (s|η) is trained using Monte-Carlo
(MC) samples that are obtained from the on-policy trajecto-
ries. Terminal value, that is, the tail cost of the trajectory, is
taken from the current value function.
vt =
T−1∑
i=t
γi−1ri + γT−tV (sT |η) (2)
where, η are the parameters of the approximated value
function, T is the length of the trajectory, γ is the discount
factor and r is reward as given in (3) below.
Policy Optimization: As mentioned, we have used PPO,
a policy optimization based algorithm, given in Algorithm
1. The details of PPO can be found in [16]. We define our
policy as pi(s|θ) with parameters θ.
Algorithm 1 Policy Optimization
1: Initialize parameters for V (s|η) and pi(s|θ)
2: while j = 1,2,3.. until convergence do
3: Collect data according to Exploration Strategy
4: Compute MC estimate of vpi using (2)
5: Update V (s|η) nv times using Huber loss.
6: Update pi(s|θ) once using standard gradient descent.
7: end while
The quadcopter simulation environment1 takes actions as
input and returns the updated state of the quadcopter along
with the rewards. These states and rewards are stored and
used to train the RL network. The actions are given by the
partially trained RL network. Multiple environments can be
run in parallel which helps in exploration when running the
Monte-Carlo simulations. Propeller failure was simulated as
mentioned in Section IV-C.
During policy optimization, the policy is trained with the
origin of the inertial frame as the target waypoint. During
operation, the origin of the inertial frame is shifted to the
target waypoint. This is done so that the policy need not
be explicitly trained on waypoint tracking. The quadcopter
is initialized in a random normally distributed state (that
is, random position, orientation, angular velocity, and linear
velocity) with a reasonable bound such that we can easily
explore the feasible state space. We have initialized the
various parameters by sampling from a truncated Gaussian
distribution with limits of [−3σ,+3σ] as follows: Position
∼ N(0, 1) (in meters); Orientation is a quaternion vector
with 4 elements, each of which are sampled from N(0, 1) and
normalized; Angular velocity ∼ N(0, 5) (in rad/sec); Linear
velocity ∼ N(0, 5) (in meters/sec). We use large limits to
train the agent on extreme conditions and thus ensure higher
levels of robustness. Each epoch of the training is done
on 500 trajectories, each of which has 500 timesteps. The
control frequency is 100 Hz and therefore, each trajectory
is of 5 seconds. The 3 controllers (4, 3 and 2 propeller
controllers) were trained for 4500 epochs. The stopping
1The simulation software used is the RAISIM physics
simulator and the RaisimGym quadcopter environment
(https://github.com/leggedrobotics/raisimGym). The interface to this
environment is similar to the OpenAI gym environment and has a Python
interface.
criteria was value loss < 0.0001. Each training session was
for 14 hours on an Nvidia Geforce 960M with 2GB memory.
As mentioned, the quadcopter uses a PD controller to
maintain stability. The motor output of the RL network is
converted into force and torque using quadcopter dynamics
which are then added to the force and torque output of
the PD controller, respectively. The simulator then applies
the total force and torque on the quadcopter model. The
PD controller alone is insufficient, but helps in avoiding
extreme movements and therefore, aids in stabilizing the
learning process. Without it, the quadcopter simply goes out
of bounds due to the random state initialization. The PD
controller is given as [5] τb = kpRT q+kdRTw where, τb is
the virtual torque produced on the main body as a result of
the thrust forces, q is the euler orientation vector, R is the
rotation matrix and w is the angular velocity. The values of
kp and kd are −0.2 and −0.06 for the x and y direction, and
−0.033 and −0.01 for the z direction, which is one-sixth of
the values used for x and y directions, as prescribed in [5].
Reward at any time t is defined as,
rt = 2× 10−3||pt||+1× 10−4||wt||+5× 10−4||αt|| (3)
where, pt and wt are the current position and angular
velocities, respectively. The angle between the quadcopter’s
vertical axis and z-axis of the inertial frame is αt. Position
has a high coefficient since waypoint tracking is the priority
of the RL agent. Discount factor γ = 0.99.
We have used the same network to train different con-
trollers for no propeller loss, 1 propeller loss, 2 propeller
loss with some important modifications for each case. These
are discussed in subsequent sections.
B. Quadcopter control with no propeller loss
The RL agent is similar to that defined above. The output
of the agent is 4 action values which are motor speeds (w
= [w1, w2, w3, w4]). These values are combined with the
values from the PD controller to give the final output.
C. Quadcopter control with one propeller loss
For the quadcopter to be controllable, it was shown in
[4] that nz 6= 0, where n = (nx, ny, nz) is the unit vector
governed by the differential equation: n˙ = −wB ×n (where
wB is the quadcopter’s angular velocity in the body reference
frame). Hence, we conclude that the quadcopter should rotate
about a body axis whose vertical component is not 0. Fig.
4 shows the simulation of the quadcopter with 2 propellers
lost. The red dot shows the first target waypoint and the blue
dot shows the shifted waypoint.
The RL agent gives 3 action outputs (w =
[wi, wi+1, wi+2]). These outputs are assigned to the
propeller starting from the first working propeller in a cyclic
manner. Fig. 3 shows this for 1 and 2 propeller loss. Here,
output 1 of the 3 propeller network would be assigned to
propeller 1, output 2 would be assigned to propeller 2 and
output 3 would be assigned to propeller 4.
Fig. 4: Simulation of the quadcopter with 2 failed propellers
D. Quadcopter control with two opposite propeller loss
Similar to the previous section, following [4], nz = 1
to control the quadcopter with two opposite propellers lost
and l 6= 0. Note that we are not considering the failure of
two adjacent propellers, which is an unsolved problem in the
literature. The RL agent gives two outputs (w = [wi, wi+1]),
which acts on the 2 opposing functional motors. These
outputs are assigned in a similar cyclic manner as mentioned
in the previous subsection and shown in Fig. 3.
IV. FAULT-DETECTION USING NEURAL NETWORK
Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) [22] have been used
to exploit the temporal relationship between elements of a se-
quence by recursively (’unrolling’) processing each element.
For 1 and 2 lost propellers, the quadcopter exhibits unique
set of states at each timestep, which can be classified by an
RNN. One problem with RNNs is the exponential growth
or decay in the gradient vector for long sequences during
training, which prohibits learning long-distance correlations
in the sequence. Therefore, we have used LSTM (Long Short
Term Memory) [23] which does not have the above issue.
A. Fault-detection
For the remainder of this paper, the nomenclature of m→
n is used to denote failure cases, where m is the number of
functional propellers before fault occurs, and n, the number
of functional propellers after the fault. For example, 4 → 3
denotes the quadcopter going from 4 functional propellers to
3 functional propellers after a propeller failure.
The task is to map the quadcopter states (as defined in (1))
to possible propeller failure outcomes. There are 5 possible
outcomes when going from 4 functional propellers to 3 func-
tional propellers: no propeller lost or one of the 4 propellers
lost. Then, the elements of the output vector Q4→3 ∈ R5
denote probability of of one of the five outcomes.
When going from 3 functional propellers to 2 functional
propellers, we have considered only the opposite propeller
failure option. Therefore, Q3→2 ∈ R2. We can now denote
the neural network as a function f trained to map:
f : [st−T , st−T+1, ..., st] 7→ Qt (4)
B. Network architecture
1) 4 → 3 fault-detection (FD) network: It consists of
96 LSTM cells in the first layer and 64 in the second
layer (See Fig. 5). The second layer passes into the output
feedforward layer which has 5 nodes for the 5 possible
classes/outcomes. The optimizer used is Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) [20] with momentum. Momentum allows the
Fig. 5: FD network for 4→ 3 detection system.
Fig. 6: FD network for 3→ 2 detection system.
network to converge over a wide range of learning rates [24]
thus allowing us to prototype multiple networks quickly.
2) 3 → 2 fault-detection (FD) network: It consists of 96
LSTM cells in the first layer and 32 in the second layer (See
Fig. 6). It passes through the feedforward layer with 2 nodes
for the 2 possible classes. The optimizer used is Adam [25].
The training parameters are listed in Table I. Note that
we trained both the networks using both SGD and Adam.The
final optimizer chosen for each network was the one that gave
better final training accuracy. We chose a computationally
cheap network with only two LSTM layers for two reasons.
Firstly, the network would ultimately need to run in real-
time on the drone, which generally have light CPU/GPU.
Secondly, even small networks can learn very complex
contextual information. Our network gave highly accurate
results and thus there was no need for a complicated network.
We have used a window size (T ) of 100 for 4 → 3 FD
network and 200 for 3→ 2 FD network as shown in Fig. 5
and 6, respectively. Using a lower window size of 50 and 100
for the two networks, respectively, gave lower accuracy in the
predictions because we needed more timesteps to establish
the relationship between quadcopter behavior and propeller
loss. Larger window length is likely to increase the fault-
detection time as well which is undesirable.
The first 150 timesteps for the 4→ 3 FD network and 250
timesteps for the 3→ 2 FD network are skipped because the
quadcopter is initialized in a random state and we do not want
the network to learn this initial erratic behaviour that occurs
until stabilization. Instead, we want the network to learn the
erratic behaviour when a propeller loss occurs. Thus, the
4→ 3 Transition Network 3→ 2 Transition Network
Learning Rate 10−4 10−4
Momentum 0.9 -
No. of Training Epochs 95 416
Final Training Accuracy 97% 92%
TABLE I: Training parameters for the 2 networks
RNN does not need to learn to differentiate between the two
behaviors, as the initial erratic behavior is unlikely to be
encountered in actual scenarios.
Let the 4 → 3 FD network, with a window of 100 and
starting from 151-st sample, be represented as function f4→3.
Following (4), the input and output can be related as,
f4→3(st−100, st−99, ..., st) = Q4→3,t,where t > 150 (5)
Similarly, for the 3→ 2 FD network, with a window of 200
and starting from 251-st sample are related as,
f3→2(st−200, st−199, ..,st) = Q3−>2,t,where t > 250 (6)
C. Data collection
For the 4→ 3 FD network, the 4 propeller controller was
used to control the quadcopter even with a propeller loss
mid-flight. The data was collected from 500 simulations of
the propeller loss scenario and the network was trained on
this data. For the 3 → 2 FD network, the same procedure
was followed but the quadcopter started with 3 working
propellers and lost 1 propeller while it was in-flight and
being controlled by the 3 propeller controller. In simulation
propeller failure was implemented by turning off either one
or two of the propellers. The data collected were of position,
orientation, angular velocity and linear velocity. The labels
were collected from the number of working propellers and
encoded using one-hot encoding.
V. COMPLETE SYSTEM
The complete system, combining the fault detection and
RL controller, was shown in Fig. 2. We assume that the
quadcopter starts with 4 working propellers. The RL agent
based controller for 4 propellers is engaged. The 4→ 3 FD
network continuously checks for propeller failure at every
loop. There are four cases here for each of the four propellers
of the quadcopter, that is, either propeller 1 fails or propeller
2 fails and so on. Once a propeller failure is detected,
the same is updated and the controller for 3 propellers is
engaged. From this point onward, the 3 → 2 FD network
takes over and checks for the second propeller loss. Similar
to the above, if it encounters the second (opposing) propeller
failure, it switches to 2 propeller controller.
A. Removing offset
Deep-RL suffers from the bias vs. variance paradigm.
PPO algorithm has less variance but suffers from large
bias. We also observe a small, but constant offset between
the quadcopter’s position and the required position. One
likely reason could be the bias in the function-approximator.
Since it is a constant offset we handle it using a moving
average filter with a window of 15 time-steps, and average
the quadcopter’s actual position within this window. This
could also have been done by computing the integral error.
Since our required position is the origin of the inertial frame
([0, 0, 0]), and our model is trained for that position, we add
the moving average value to the quadcopter’s actual position.
Fig. 7: Quadcopter with no propeller loss. Zoomed height plot
is also shown.
Let the quadcopter’s actual position at the t − th time
instant be x(t), y(t), z(t), and let x(t), y(t), z(t) be the
moving average in x, y, and z direction. Then,
p(t) =
∑t+15
i=t pi−15
15
where, p = (x, y, z). (7)
Now add p offset to the quadcopter’s actual position, to make
it the quadcopter’s observed position.
VI. RESULTS
We evaluated the performance of the 3 controllers indi-
vidually, as well as in combination, while the quadcopter
is performing waypoint tracking. We plotted its position
(x, y, z) and angular velocity (wx, wy, wz) to demonstrate
waypoint tracking and stability, respectively. The quadcopter
is initialized at the origin and is directed to reach height (z)
of 5 m, simulating a take-off. After 10 seconds, the target-
waypoint is shifted by 1 m in the positive Y direction. In the
propeller loss scenarios, the propeller is turned off manually
and time taken to regain stability is calculated.
A. Implementation for no propeller loss case
As can be seen from Fig. 7, the policy is able to track
the waypoint accurately while keeping the quadcopter stable
with near 0 angular velocities. It also accommodates the
waypoint shift. These results are comparable with [5].
Fig. 8: One propeller lost.
1-prop lost 2-prop lost
Parameter Ours Ref. [4] Ours Ref. [4]
Horizontal Error (X) (m) 0.7 0.2 1 0.2
Horizontal Error (Y) (m) 1.5 0.5 1 0.5
Height Error (Z) (m) 0.4 1 0.4 2.4
Angular Velocity (Z) (rad/s) 1 13.4 1.2 >30
TABLE II: Comparison with [4] for one and two propeller
failed quadcopter.
B. Implementation for one propeller loss case
As shown in [4], on losing a single propeller, the quad-
copter loses one degree of freedom and to maintain stability,
a non-zero angular velocity about the vertical axis has to
be enforced. Fig. 8 shows the position and angular velocity
of the quadcopter when it takes off with a single broken
propeller. As can be seen from the graphs, the quadcopter
has a constant yaw rate of approximately 1.0 rad/s. The
graphs also demonstrate that even after losing a propeller,
the quadcopter is able to track the waypoint shift occurring
at 10 seconds into the simulation. There is a constant offset
in position which is solved as described in subsection V-A.
Comparing with [4], we observe much less oscillations in
the X position, and much less angular frequency along the
Z-axis, in our case (see Fig. 8), as against those shown in
Fig. 4 of [4]. We also demonstrate taking off with one failed
propeller. The maximum errors in waypoint tracking for [4]
and our quadcopter are tabulated in Table II.
Fig. 9: Two propellers lost.
C. Implementation for two propeller loss case
Fig. 9 shows results for the loss of two propellers on a
quadcopter system. There is a constant yaw rate of around 1.2
rad s−1, which is quite close to the yaw rate of one propeller-
lost system. The offset in position is larger compared to the
single propeller-lost case, but can be solved using the method
described in subsection V-A. The graphs demonstrate that
the quadcopter is stable and is able to carry out waypoint
tracking even with waypoint shift. We can, therefore, adjust
the target waypoints in a similar manner to perform soft
landing in real-life situations.
Doing a similar comparison between Fig. 8 and [4], we
again see high frequency oscillations, and high angular fre-
quency along the Z-axis, in Fig. 5 of [4]. We also demonstrate
taking off with two failed propellers. The maximum errors in
waypoint tracking for [4] and our quadcopter are tabulated
in Table II.
D. Comparison of the quadcopter dynamics
We would like to point out that the vehicle data in [4],
is similar to a large extent with our quadcopter making
the comparison feasible, although they do differ in some
aspects. For the sake of completion, this data is given below
with data from [4] given in parentheses. Mass: 0.4 (0.5)
kg; Arm length: 0.17 (0.17) m; Drag coefficient: 16x10−3
(2.75x10−3) N m s rad−1; IXX and IY Y : 7x10−3 (3.2x10−3)
Kg m−2; IZZ : 12x10−3 (5.5x10−3) Kg m−2.
Fig. 10: First propeller lost in mid-flight.
Propellers Lost 1st 2nd
Time (secs) 0.75 4.07
TABLE III: Average time taken to detect propeller failures
E. Integrating fault detection with the control agents
1) Transition from 4 working propellers to 3 working
propellers: Fig. 10 shows the behavior of the quadcopter
when a propeller fails mid-flight. The FD system identifies
the failed propeller and switches to the appropriate control
agent. The 2 vertical lines in the graphs represents the actual
time at which the propeller failed and time at which the
fault was detected, respectively. The graph shows a 1 second
delay between the failure and its detection. Table III shows
the average time of detection for 5 runs with failure occurring
at random timesteps.
2) Transition from 3 working propellers to 2 working
propellers: Fig. 11 shows the behavior of the quadcopter
when the second propeller also fails mid-flight. The 3 → 2
FD system kicks in and identifies the failed propeller and
switches to the appropriate control agent. The two vertical
lines in the graphs represents the actual time at which the
propeller failed and the time at which the fault was detected,
respectively. As can be seen, there is a delay of around 2.24
seconds between the propeller failure and its detection. From
Table III, we can also see the average time of detection for
5 runs, in which the failure occurs at random timesteps.
Fig. 11: Three propeller quadcopter with second propel-
ler (opposing) lost in mid-flight.
Failure Rate (%)
Control agent - No propeller loss 2
Control agent - One propeller loss 24.2
Control agent - Two propeller loss 36
TABLE IV: The failure rate (in 500 runs) for independent
control agents and various propeller loss cases.
F. Failure rate calculation
In this paper, the failure condition for the quadcopter is
whenever it hits the ground. The failure rate is recorded from
500 runs with random initialization of orientation, position,
linear and angular velocity. The orientation was sampled
uniformly in SO(3) and the other quantities were sampled
uniformly in [−1, 1]. For the 4, 3, and 2 propeller scenarios,
the target height was fixed at 5 meters above the ground.
The results are given in Table IV. The random initialization
in the isolated 4, 3, and 2 propeller scenarios caused some
quadcopters to start in an irrecoverable state, for example,
upside down or very high linear velocity towards the ground
and so on. Recovery from these states becomes harder due
to the lost degree-of-freedom and insufficient thrust, thus
increasing the failure rate.
Fig. 12 shows the failure rate when propellers are lost mid
flight from both 4 → 3 and 3 → 2 cases. The target height
of the quadcopter in the 500 runs was evenly distributed
between 0.5m-1.5m for both 4 → 3 and 3 → 2 scenarios.
Fig. 12: Failure rate of 4→ 3 and 3→ 2 in 500 runs spread
across a height range of 1 meter.
These heights were chosen based on Figs. 10 and 11, which
show an approximate drop in height of 0.5m for both first
and second propeller failure. From Fig. 12, we are able to
find a height threshold at which the failure recovery system
is not able to switch in time and stop the quadcopter from
crashing to the ground. Videos2 showing the experiments in
detail and the implementationcode3 are available in the given
link.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we have proposed a system for mid-flight
failure detection and control in case of multiple propeller
loss in a quadcopter. Firstly, we showed how RL agents
can learn to control quadcopters with 0, 1 and 2 (opposing)
propeller(s) lost. We showed that the quadcopter learned
to do waypoint tracking while maintaining stability, even
with 1 and 2 (opposing) propeller(s) failed. Secondly, we
developed a novel FD system using deep learning which can
detect the propeller(s) failure and switch to the appropriate
controller. This method requires only the previous states of
the quadcopter and is able to detect the propeller loss within
2.5 seconds, thus removing the need and maintenance for any
additional sensor hardware on the quadcopter. We have also
shown, in simulation, that the detection and switching can
happen in real-time, preventing the quadcopter from crashing
and enabling it to either land or continue its mission.
Future scope of this work can be to replace the inner
loop based on PD controller, with an RL agent to make the
whole system model-free, and completely discard the need
to develop a mathematical model of the quadcopter. One
can also use transfer-learning for training the controllers for
propeller loss. This may allow training the other controllers
using less number of trajectories. The implementation of this
system on a physical quadcopter is the next step of this
research work. This can be done by transferring the weights
from simulation to physical quadcopter where it would be
trained. A motion capture system can ensure fairly accurate
values of position and orientation for training the network.
2 https://youtu.be/3KF4GtAux00
3https://github.com/Aakriti05/Prop-Fail-Detect-Control-RL
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